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“Time in Chinese Astrology is Qi – by nature Qi/Time is 
constantly moving.” – Ming Liu 

 

10 Year Ming Palace – Fate Summary 
Tuo Luo – Humpback “Rejection Star” 

Borrowed: 
Tian Tong – Vassal  
Tian Liang – Roofbeam 
Wen Chang – Magistrate 
 
Liu Ming: 
Tian Tong – Vassal; power of loyalty, continuity, discipline 
Tian Liang – Roofbeam; ‘Feng Shui’ – feelings of place 
Wen Chang – Magistrate; Scholar/judge, rule of law, education 
Tuo Luo – Humpback; a ghost who died from injuries – accidental and agonizing death; represents 
trauma as a residual injury to the body/form that resists resolution and supports neurosis; lack of self-
reflection – human weakness in the face of self-criticism, bitter adversity, and pain 
 
Interpretation: 

During this 10-year cycle you are currently in (until age 41/42), you are primarily in a space of 
freedom from Fate with little influence in this house. The only star present is a Minor Yin Ghost which 
suggests a stagnating influence, lack of self-reflection, and bitter experiences.  With The Humpback star, it 
more specifically suggests distractedness, rejection, and general negativity.  Luckily, Tuo Luo is weak, 
easily overridden, and during strong years like this year, opportunities to learn more about yourself and the 
play of Fate and Freedom. 
 

Aside from this challenge, your experiences will be more pliable and open to choice once you 
resolve the influence.  Because the house is only inhabited by a weak, minor star, we read the opposing 
house’s powerful stars’ influence.   In this case, the borrowed stars are a much more prominent and positive 
set of influences than Humpback.  They suggest modest internal and external support and show you how a 
persistent application of diligence results in overt means of resolving your Fate – positive results and 
satisfaction. 
 

Take the remainder of this 10-year period to choose discipline, edification, and honing of your 
character.  Since these stars are borrowed, avoid making this recommendation as a directive – remain open 
and relaxed to the inherent way your Fate will push you to be more reliable, more loyal, more helpful, 
more reliant on others, and more dedicated to your work and your family.  Accept the underdog status for 
the time being to resolve this difficult Fate.  Can you drink the bitter medicine?  Take it one sip at a time 
and don’t forget the important things in life. 
 
Also consider your Natal Chart’s Destiny Palace: 


